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1 Introduction

Transaction volumes and numbers of users in e-commerce systems have been boom-
ing over the past few years and there is no sign of a slowdown in the foreseeable
future. Every new account in an auction house or within web 2.0 services creates
new challenges for privacy and security. Auction houses seem to be the most de-
manding environment for trust management systems due to direct relationship be-
tween reputation and users’ income [3][4]. Every unpunished and undetected fraud
undermines the honest agents’ motivation to play fair. Thus, many researchers are
working to create new reputation algorithms. Nevertheless, reputation management
systems embedded in the most popular websites remain practically unchanged over
years and are based on very simple quantitative evaluations and qualitative com-
ments.

Thus far, most researches have been focused on improving algorithms using qual-
itative feedback and therefore there is a relatively narrow selection of papers devoted
to mining comments (security perspective [2], trustworthiness of reviews [17]) and
developing algorithms for trust management systems which explicitly consider de-
scriptive opinions [15]. This is so partly because natural language processing mod-
ule, which is the cornerstone of such an algorithm, requires building it almost from
scratch for every single language (the reusable part is insignificant). It means that
the results obtained for languages other than English are hardly comparable and
difficult to validate for a larger scientific community.

Nevertheless, it makes good sense to devote resources to the discovery of pat-
terns in descriptive opinions expressed in languages other than English since most
Internet transactions are done in language environment native to participants and
as local web auction markets grow very fast, this situation will probably continue
into the future. Many observations reported in this paper are likely to apply to other
cultures too, irrespective of the language in which the comments are written. Pri-
marily, users’ behavioural patterns refer to more general psychological (e.g. spiral
of hatred - response is stronger than impulse [14]) and sociological effects which
can be even stronger than the cultural fingerprint. A comparative study on Taobao
(Chinese version of an online auction marketplace) and eBay has partly confirmed
this assumption [10].

In reference to the above, this paper is devoted to an analysis of users’ behaviour
during the after-transaction evaluation process, in particular taking into account
pairs of comments on the same transactions delivered by both sellers and buyers
(cross-comments) in the auction house. Two approaches have been used to identify
and validate different hypotheses. In section 2, feedback mechanisms existing in e-
commerce systems are described. Section 3 is devoted to quantitative and statistical
examination of the collected data and focuses on the effects related to comment type
and order in which they arrive. The results obtained by natural language processing
algorithms in the context of the hypothesis for validating the spiral of hatred effect
are presented in the fourth section. The fifth section features discussion of the results
and a new heuristic model to solve some of the identified problems. The last section
presents the conclusions and possible trends in the future research.
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2 Quantitative and qualitative comments

The most commonly used reputation systems embedded in online auction website
allow us to evaluate transaction results not only by selecting a predefined category
from a list but also by leaving shorter or longer comments. The quantitative mea-
surement in use by eBay and Allegro (the biggest Polish auction house) is based on
a very simple structure. When a given transaction is completed, every eBay/Allegro
user can evaluate his or her partner by choosing either a positive or neutral, or neg-
ative mark. The evaluation mark is visible after being submitted. On eBay it is also
possible to evaluate separately the quality of a delivered product, communication,
shopping time as well as shipping and handling charges. All those additional evalua-
tion are anonymous. The sums of positive, negative and neutral marks are presented
separately. Because feedback is not obligatory, not every transaction is followed by
its evaluation. As shown in [1] no information is usually indicative of bad experience
during the transaction.

Predominantly, only positive comments appear. For more than 1.7 million com-
ments in the collected database there were only ca. 9000 negative and ca. 5000
neutral comments which means that either the fraud level is very low or (it seems
more likely) there is a mechanism, which discourages people from making negative
comments. Certainly, the threat of legal action [8] constitutes one source of fear,
another one is probably related to the possibility of being punished with negative
reciprocal evaluation. Yet, another effect identified by researchers [7] is that users
award a positive quantitative evaluation mark but describe all negative aspects of a
transaction in words.

The relative stable framework in the auction houses provides a good opportunity
to detect even quite complicated users’ behavioural patterns. Abilities of users to
learn from previous experiences and to modify their strategies appear to be non-
trivial attractors within the space of possible behavioural patterns. A good exam-
ple of self-adaptation in the complex system which has emerged in online auction
websites is that users pay much more attention to negative comments when they
calculate transaction risk [11].

Typically, users can intentionally express their opinions only by making com-
ments which are composed of a selected label (quantitative) and a description (qual-
itative). Nevertheless, a lot of additional information can be found in the data col-
lected in the online auction website, for example response times on positive and neg-
ative evaluations, order of buyer-seller evaluation, length of comments or context
and reference points (average rating for specific subsets). Identifying measurable
effects in buyer-seller interaction can help improve the existing trust management
algorithms and create a foundation for designing new ones.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

The database analysed in this article was provided by the biggest Polish auction
house (over 70% of market share). At the beginning of the fourth quarter in 2006,
10,000 sellers and 10,000 buyers have been randomly selected; their profiles and re-
ceived comments have been stored (description and evaluation). During the next
6 months all transactions conducted by the selected users were monitored and
recorded. For every partner who appeared in transaction and was not in the pri-
mary database, all historical information about the received feedback has been col-
lected, but with respect to new auctions only the originally selected users have been
monitored. In the first quarter in 2007 the database contained more than 200,000
transactions and over 1.7 million comments.

3.1.1 Formal definition

Symbols used in the following sections are defined below:

• U — set of all users,
• T — set of all transaction,
• tm — m-th transaction,
• ui — i-th user,
• cui

tm — comment left by the i-th user after m-th transaction,
• τ(cui

tm) — sentiment measured by sentipejd for the comment c,
• ρ(cui

tm) — label for the comment c given by the ith user,
• r(tm,ui) — the role of the i-th user in the m-th transaction (either buyer or seller),
• ϕ(cui

tm) — timestamp for the comment c,
• ωtm = (cui

tm ,c
u j
tm ) — an ordered pair of comments for the m-th transaction,

• δ (ωtm) — time between two comments,

3.1.2 Amount, type, time and order in cross-comments

The objective of this paper is to identify the effects which appear during bi-
directional evaluation, therefore the main focus was an analysis of the ordered pairs
of comments, defined in the previous section as ωtm. For over 1.7 million comments
slightly more than 800 thousand pairs were found (in ca. 9% of cases only one party
of a given transaction left a comment – either buyer or seller) Only 5056 of pairs
contain at least one non-positive evaluation.

Over 90% of answers for comments are made within 14 days after the first eval-
uation. Shape of curves on the Fig.1 is similar for all considered cases but there is a
notable bias in the starting point. In general, sellers are more responsive - for neg-
ative and neutral comments over 20% of sellers and only 7% of buyers feedbacks
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Fig. 1 Time-span between comment and answer for different category of evaluation (cumulative
histogram)

were written in less than one hour after receiving an evaluation from the partner (for
positive comments the numbers are 7% and 3% respectively). On average, buyers
seem to visit the auction website less often, so their reaction is slower. Comments,
regardless of their contents, are emailed to the evaluated user, thus there is no other
variable, except for the type of comment, that may explain the variation in reaction
times. Very short response times for negative and neutral comments (when com-
pared with positive feedbacks) can be explained by the will to punish, as fast as
possible, the author of the negative3 evaluation.

Average length of comments presented in Table 1. varies between both transac-
tion roles and different feedback types. As a rule, longer text creates an opportunity
to enumerate more facts and express a broader variety of emotions, but also empha-
sizes the importance of the particular comment for a given user - she or he has been
ready to devote more time to leave feedback. For a positive experience, which is a
typically expected result of the transaction, the comments are relatively short - 100
characters in the case of sellers and 73 of buyers (the difference is statistically sig-
nificant). Manual inspection of a both comment types indicates that the cause of this
difference results from the habit of adding an advertisement at the end of comments
made by sellers (e.g. ”Hope to see you again. ALFRA PL”).

Dissatisfying transaction outcome is positively correlated with length of evalu-
ations. More characters are needed to describe and probably justify dissatisfaction
and the negative feedback. The difference between buyer and seller observed for
positive comments disappears for both negative and neutral evaluations (small dif-
ferences observed in tab.1. in the second and third row are statistically insignificant).

3 As it is shown in the next sections, neutral comments are very similar to negative comments.
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Table 1 Average length of comments (in characters)

Buyer Seller

POS 102.49 73.18
NEU 149.02 154.27
NEG 183.77 178.78

The unwritten rule in online auction websites is that buyers make comments first.
For the pairs of comments containing only positive evaluation in 8.2% cases this rule
was broken. If one of the comments is negative or neutral, the number of cases con-
tradicting the unwritten law rises dramatically to over 18%. There are many reasons
why sellers decide to make a comment first. Some of the sellers probably participate
in too many transactions to follow which one is already finished and commented and
which not. Strong evidence of such behaviour can be seen in Table 2 in the very last
column - more than 8% of sellers answered to negative evaluation with a positive
one. More detailed manual analysis of these pairs indicates that some of the answers
contain explanations of the reason for unsatisfactory quality of service (e.g. limited
access to the Internet or problems with logistic) but most is given disregarding the
previous negative comment. Yet another hypothesis is that the seller is forced by an
external event to send the feedback- he or she needs to pay commission for the auc-
tion website within a limited period of time after finishing the transaction regardless
of its outcome .

Table 2 Combination of comment-answer pairs (buyer first)

POS/x NEU/x NEG/x

x/POS — 937 (22.60%) 339 (8.17%)
x/NEU 0 (0%) 686 (16.55%) 41 (0.99%)
x/NEG 0 (0%) 408 (9.84%) 1734 (41.83%)

If the buyer is satisfied and expresses this satisfaction with a positive comment
first, the answer from the seller will always be positive. All the collected pairs
confirm this rule without exceptions. It could be only partially explained by the
previous observation. First, a vast domination of positive comments makes a pair
ωtm = (cui

tm ,c
u j
tm ) such as ρ(cui

tm) = pos∧ρ(cui
tm) 6= pos statistically very improbable.

Yet, the distribution of such comments was asymmetrical between both transaction
roles. On one hand, of over such 550 cases exist for r(tm,ui) = seller , on the other,
no such comment pair was found for r(tm,ui) = buyer. Secondly, the results[11]
show that even substantial amount of negative feedback does not affect the ability
of buyers to participate in transactions. Therefore, a positive opinion about the seller
is always rewarded with a reciprocal positive feedback. Thirdly, although there is no
explicitly defined procedure to change already submitted feedback, it is essentially
possible after some reasonable efforts (e.g. sending an email to the webmaster).
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So, a seller can refrain from making a non-positive evaluation only because of an
aversion to initiating a ”war”, even though not everything went correct during the
transaction.

Table 3 Combination of comment-answer pairs (seller first)

POS/x NEU/x NEG/x

x/POS — 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
x/NEU 284 (31.17%) 19 (2.08%) 19 (2.08%)
x/NEG 242 (26.56%) 8 (0.87%) 339 (37.21%)

Ordered pairs of comments ωtm = (cui
tm ,c

u j
tm ) such as r(tm,ui) = neu∧ r(tm,u j) =

neg (the first evaluation is neutral and the second negative) appear eight times more
frequently (416) than pairs where r(tm,ui) = neg∧ r(tm,u j) = neu (the first evalu-
ation is negative and the second neutral) (60). This enormous disproportion cannot
be explained by the course of the transaction because there is no evidence to claim
that a negatively affected party will comment second. A more credible explanation
is that neutrally evaluated agents use negative evaluations as a punishment and try
to do it as severely as possible.

4 Mining the meaning of comments

4.1 Automatic sentiment extraction

For the sentiment analysis task we used a modified version of Sentipejd [20] - a hy-
brid of lexeme category analysis with a shallow parsing engine. At the basic level,
Sentipejd checks for presence of a specific category of lexemes. Such an abstraction
originates in content analysis systems, most notably the classic General Inquirer
[21]. Lexical categories used in this work include two sets of words (dictionar-
ies): 1580 positive and 1870 negative ones, created by Zetema4. Because comment
texts are typed in a careless manner, very often completely without diactrits, lexeme
recognition was extended with a diacrit guesser. Recognized sentiment lexemes,
along with morphosyntactic tags, are analyzed with Spejd - a tool for simultaneous
morphosyntactic disambiguation and shallow parsing [19], with a number of rules
crafted to recognize multiword opinion patterns and apply sentiment modifying op-
erations.

The Spejd formalism is a cascade of regular grammars. Unlike in the case of
other shallow parsing formalisms, the rules of the grammar allow for explicit mor-
phosyntactic disambiguation, independently or in connection with structure build-

4 www.zetema.pl
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ing statements, which facilitates the task of the shallow parsing of ambiguous and/or
erroneous input.

For the purpose of sentiment analysis we extended the default Spejd’s mor-
phosyntactic tagset with a sentiment category expressing properties of positive or
negative sentiment. This hybrid approach has been called Sentipejd [20].

Sentiment rules, discussed more extensively in [20], included (but were not lim-
ited to) the following:

• Affirmation - an expression of positive sentiment, usually an adverb confirming
the sentiment of a positive word and should be treated as strong indications of
sentiment (eg. ’I strongly recommend’)

• Negation - as simple as the difference between ”polecam” (’I recommend’) and
”nie polecam” (’I do not recommend’). The example generic rule captures also
statements including the optional verb ’to be’ ([base by]), like ”nie jest dobry”
(’isn’t good’).

• Nullification - expressing lack of a certain quality or property (usually of negative
sentiment), for example ”nie mam zastrzezen” (’I have no objections’).

• Limitation - a limiting expression tells us that an expression of positive and neg-
ative sentiment has only a very limited extend, therefore hinting that the general
sentiment of the review is the opposite of the expression. Example: ”jedyny prob-
lem” (’the only problem’).

• Negative modification - an adjective of negative sentiment preceeding a positive
noun, for example ”koszmarna jakosc” (’nightmarish quality’).

Sentipejd returns either vectors of two integers (emoi=[pos, neg]) which express
separately strengths of positive and negative emotions (it’s not a simple sum of all
emotional phrases) or the single, composite value – τ(cui

tm). Every comment present
in the collected dataset has been analyzed separately and the result has been stored
as a vector in a database together with a category of the comment and the comment
itself.

4.2 Reclassification precision and the emotional distance

Although a similar natural language processing module has been already applied by
authors to a broad variety of subjects (e.g. dynamic of public opinion[5]) the very
first question which arises is: can a NLP system extract and evaluate emotions from
usually very short and not always correctly (grammatical mistakes and typos) writ-
ten comments? To answer this question, which is crucial for further deliberations, a
standard data mining approach was used.

Four separated, balanced subsets of comments were created:

• Set I (POS; NEG) - contains 2590 comments whereof 1295 are negative and 1295
positive,

• Set II (NEG; NEU) - contains 1454 comments whereof 727 are negative and 727
neutral,
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• Set III (NEU; POS) - contains 1454 comments whereof 727 are neutral and 727
positive,

• Set IV (POS; NEU; NEG) - contains 2181 comments whereof 727 are positive,
727 negative and 727 neutral,

Every set of comments has been partitioned on testing and training set (30%
and 70% cases respectively). For every set of comments three different classifica-
tion approaches were used: neural network, support vector machine and decision
trees (CHAID algorithm). As a target variable the label given by comment’s author
(negative, neutral or positive) was selected and the emo vector as input variables.

Table 4 Classification accuracy for different algorithms and testing subsets (average of four runs)

Neural Network Support Vector Ma-
chine

Decision Trees
(CHAID)

POS and NEG
(two classes; set I) 90,86% 90.36% 89,37%
POS, NEU and NEG
(three classes; set IV) 61,58% 61,66% 61,79%
NEG and NEU
(two classes; set II) 65,16% 65,80% 64,11%
NEU and POS
(two classes; set III) 71,15% 69,15% 70,24%

The obtained results are presented in tab. 4. The first experiment was conducted
to check if an evaluation based on the emotions expressed in comments and mea-
sured by the Sentipejd allows to predict the polarity of an label given by a human. At
the beginning, the simplest subset was tested (only two classes - positive and nega-
tive - which should be relatively easier to separate). For the first set neural network
approach was the most efficient. Over 90% classification accuracy indicates that
the Sentipejd deals quite well with extracting emotions from texts (even not 100%
correctly written) and that the significant difference in emotional content between
positive and the negative labelled comments can be confirmed and measured.

Similar results for the neural network, support vector machines and decision trees
(90.86%, 90.36% and 89.37% respectively) suggest that the reason for wrong clas-
sification goes beyond the classification algorithms. Only slightly better results for
the same algorithms but validated on training sets instead of test sets seem to con-
firm that as well. A closer look at the misclassified cases shows that they belong into
three (not always distinct) groups:

• written in a very specific slang, many misspellings, grammatical and orthograph-
ical errors, a lot of emoticons,

• well written but based on ironic, quizzical description of the past transaction,
• marked by user as positive but containing a negative evaluation,

The existence of the third group seems to confirm the results presented by Botsch
and Luckner [7]. Some users, instead of leaving a negative mark, prefer to describe
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all the experienced problems in words. Because of their incoherency, those cases
cannot be correctly classified using the adopted approach and they should be re-
moved from the database. A detailed estimation of the scale of this effect requires
manual processing of every comment which is not feasible because of the database
size (1.7 million comments) and extends beyond the scope of this paper, although
a rough estimation indicates that the effect of incoherent feedbacks is lower than
0.1% of all positive comments.

The biggest fraction of wrongly classified comments belongs to the first group.
Many users, not only in e-Commerce systems but also on online forums, use a lot of
abbreviations, emoticons, colloquial words and even intentionally misspelled words.
Frequently, using intentionally transformed words is a sign of being a member of
a specific social group. It helps users to identify the newcomers in an environment
where cheap pseudonyms are present (a detailed study of the effects introduced by
using cheap pseudonyms can be found here[16]). Some problems can be resolved
(e.g. using a spell-checker to correct orthographical mistakes or creating a dedicated
dictionary containing slang and colloquial words) but in principle intentional modi-
fications of meaning or detecting irony will always be a challenge for computational
linguistics.

The results for set IV are presented in the second row in tab. 4 Introduction of the
third class made the task much more difficult. The results over 60% are still almost
30% better than in the baseline of random choice but significantly lower than for
two classes. Thus, to check which comments cause problems for the classification
algorithms, two more experiments have been conducted. Firstly, the separability
for neutral and negative comments has been tested. The third row in tab. 4 con-
tains the results for the set II which includes only negative and neutral comments.
The classification precision slightly over 65% indicates that the emotional distance
between neutrally and negatively tagged feedback is relatively small. Secondly, the
same approach has been used to measure the emotional distance between neutral and
positive comments. The results for all classification methods except support vector
machines are at least 6% better and indicate that neutral comments are emotionally
closer to negative.

To confirm the hypothesis stated in the previous paragraph a new testing set has
been created. All the collected comments were split into two classes: one containing
only positive labelled comments and one with negative and neutral feedback. Based
on the emo vector (defined at the beginning of this section) and using the classifi-
cation algorithms (support vector machines, neural network and decision trees) an
attempt to rediscover the new classification has been done. The obtained results are
slightly less precise than for the set I (positive and negative comments only; without
neutrals) but the difference is about 3%. Thus, in most applications negative and
neutral comments can be interpreted in the same way - as an expression of dissatis-
faction. The label should not be treated as a scale of the experiences) because there
is very little data to confirm the hypothesis that neutral feedback is less effective
than negative.
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4.3 Spiral of hatred

The spiral of hatred is a well-known phenomenon present in a wide area of scientific
fields (eg. Wydra identifies it as an core component of the war conflicts[22]) mani-
fested as an endless action-reaction response, where successive iterations are subject
to more negative emotion. Typically, in practical terms this effect can be observed
on online forums where an initial misunderstanding causes a lasting exchange of
messages containing many abusive words. Because reputation influences profitabil-
ity of the seller[11] and every negative comment undermines this reputation, thus
the reaction of a seller after receiving negative feedback can be more emotional.
In fact, as a consequence of unbalanced levels of positive and negative comments,
a very interesting heuristic has emerged. For experienced users, a single negative
comment plays much more important role in the estimation of transaction risk that
even many positive comments.

Because comments are visible after they are left, a natural place to express (and
observe), the spiral-of-hatred effect is the reciprocal feedback given by the second
party after transaction is completed. Thus, the database described in section 3.1. has
been used to verify the spiral-of-hatred effect, which – referring to the formalism
defined in section 3.2 - can be expressed as:

∀ρ(cui
tm),ρ(cu j

tm ) ∈ {NEG,NEU} : ϕ(cui
tm) < ϕ(cu j

tm )→ τ(cui
tm) > τ(cu j

tm ) (1)

It is reasonable to assume (because of the sociological nature of the analyzed effect)
that the above definition will not apply universally and to every single case. There-
fore, in the first stage a weaker assumption was tested – the average of negative
emotion for the second comment is higher than for the first:

∀w,u ∈U ;s, t ∈ T : (ρ(cu
s ),ρ(cw

t ) 6= POS : ϕ(cw
t ) < ϕ(cu

s ))→∑
w,t

τ(cw
t ) < ∑

u,s
τ(cu

s )

(2)
The results are equivocal. First, the average value of τ for the comments given

first is −0.63. The same value for the answers is higher and amounts −0.72. The
difference is statistically significant at the level 0.07 which is a little bit above a typ-
ical 0.05 but it seems to make a spiral of hatred hypotheses at least very probable.
Second, the standard deviations for both sets are almost equal – 2.01 – and it in-
dicates that the distribution of emotion intensity between both the earlier and latter
comment groups is similar but shifted. On the other hand, dividing the set analyzed
in the previous paragraph into buyer and seller roles of the agent, makes results more
complicated. More detailed results are presented in tab.5.

In general, sellers are more emotional and more expressive than buyers (τ =
−0.76 as compared to τ = −0.60 for buyers) and this pattern concerns both spe-
cific cases analyzed in tab.3. There are at least three hypotheses which can explain
this difference. Firstly, sellers write more correctly so the Sentipejd has an easier
job extracting emotions from comments. Secondly, the cost of receiving negative
evaluations for sellers is much higher (pseudonyms are more expensive and lower
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Table 5 Average sentiment for buyers and sellers

first second

buyer -0.55 -0.69
seller -1.28 -0.96

reputation affects profitability) and therefore boosts their reaction. Thirdly, sellers
are simply more experienced and know how to make comments in a more negative
way. As the standard deviation for sellers is only slightly higher than for buyers
(should be significantly higher, if the source of difference in the emotional strength
is related to misspellings and errors in comments), the second and the third hypothe-
ses are the more probable ones.

The classical definition of the spiral-of-hatred effect formalized in eq. 1 and 2
is satisfied (and statistically significant) only for typical cases where buyers leave
comments first. As expected, the average answer given by a seller is more nega-
tive. However, the same assumption is not true for the uncommon situation where
sellers comment first. In that case the average negative sentiment in ordered pairs
ωtm = (cui

tm ,c
u j
tm ) such as r(cui

tm) = seller is −1.12 and is much higher (−0.96) than
for r(cu j

tm ) = buyer. The increase in negative emotions, compare to situation where
buyers comment first, is observed symmetrically for both participants (buyers and
sellers). Even though buyers answer very aggressively, at the end the emotional war
is always won by sellers. They have stronger motivation because the reputation af-
fects their profitability and are more experienced due to the extensive usage of the
auction website.

More studies are needed to determine how the communication beyond auction
platforms’ cross-comments mechanism (e.g. via e-mail) influences emotional atti-
tudes. However, on the very basic level the spiral-of-hatred effect can be identified
in the collected data despite complex interactions of many social processes.

5 Discusion

Originally, the auction houses have been developed as goods exchange platforms
where everyone could be either a seller or a buyer and where such roles are volatile
and adopted only for one transaction. Nowadays, the auction platforms remind more
of a shopping mall rather than a medieval bazaar and almost all members have
clearly defined typical roles of either sellers or buyers. Therefore, it is necessary to
revise the previous paradigm which used to determine the development of the rep-
utation management systems. Instead of two more or less equal transaction parties,
there is an explicit distinction: on one hand, sellers become more experienced due
to the extensive usage of the auction system, on the other hand buyers’ profitability
is less sensitive to negative feedback.
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The modification of the reputation system should take into consideration these
facts. One of the possible ways to take them into account is for example to limit
the possibility of leaving an evaluation by making it available only for buyers. One-
sided comments make sellers defenceless, but elimination of negative reciprocal
feedback will increase the likelihood that buyers comment more honestly. As an
undesirable side effect of such a situation, blacklists of dishonest buyers can be
created and maintained outside auction platforms, which can in turn be used as
a tool for sometimes unjustified discrimination. More side effects should also be
expected.

Another way to eradicate the spiral-of-hatred effect, which requires merely a mi-
nor modification in the existing reputation management systems, is to hold back
the publication of an evaluation until an answer is sent. It should permit the elim-
ination of the threat of revenge and thus make all comments more honest and less
biased by the previous evaluation (more an answer based only on transaction expe-
riences than an evaluation of the other participant performance). The problem that
users will intentionally block publication of the negative comments can be solved
by introducing a moderator who will be responsible for making an opinion visible
(upon a request of one of the transaction parties) even if the answer does not appear.
Even fewer changes are required to reduce the identified effect through establishing
the minimum time-span that has to pass between comment and answer. Answers
given right after a negative comment is received are more emotional and usually
less informative.

Natural language processing tools are the best solution to investigate problems re-
ferred to in the descriptive part of submitted comments. Automatic sentiment extrac-
tion helps identify emotional wars immediately after they appear and either inform
the administrators or even take appropriate steps automatically.. Analysis of every
pair of comments can be complemented by the knowledge about typical behaviour
of users taking part in transaction on the basis of their previous evaluations. More-
over, an efficient NLP algorithm can detect many discrimination strategies such as
using a multitude of fake pseudonyms or atypical positive evaluations.

6 Conclusion

The broad variety of effects identified and described in this paper is only a frac-
tion of all effects in auction websites. Jointly, with the stoning, slipping, self-
selection[9], cheap pseudonyms[16], asymmetrical impact of positive and negative
comments[11], price-reputation correlation[12], the importance of missing feed-
back[1], the presented results provide environment for invention, development and
implementation of new techniques and tools with a goal to further increase satis-
faction and usability of an auction website. Proposed changes can impact not only
users’ satisfaction but also profitability of the auction website.

The complex relationships between different users’ behavioural patterns and
hardly predictable side-effects discourage the managers responsible for maintaining
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and developing e-commerce systems from modifying the existing, proved solutions.
They tend to use simple financial instruments like insurances or escrows to increase
the level of security. Thus, the attempts to popularise the results collected by re-
searchers over the last few years should be focused on the development of dedicated
external tools to support users using those systems rather than on the modification
of existing e-commerce systems.

Future research should be oriented toward sensitivity analysis of identified ef-
fects and influence of cultural circles and individual characteristics on the dynamics
and existence of particular effects. Also, forecasting of social acceptance and so-
cial effects of the planned changes in an auction house is a challenging task[18].
Successful modeling and forecasting social responses (i.e. emergent attractors, sta-
bility points, non-linear dynamics) will be crucial to implement changes in Web 2.0
services.
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